The paper examines the concepts of justice and mercy in Shakespeare's play Measure for Measure. As opposed to the strict meaning of the term "Measure for Measure", analysis of the play demonstrates that it endorses for various reasons the ideas of mercy and clemency, and the conception that every person is entitled to and is capable of redemption.
or failure of due process. 6 Others hold that the wide discretionary power of clemency should be maintained. 7 In light of the steady decline in the exercise of clemency in the last few decades in the United States, 8 Shakespeare's play Measure for Measure may help us stand on the complexity of the relevant considerations for exercising the clemency power, and support the extension of mercy in clemency decisions. After presenting the synopsis of the play, the article examines in regard to each offender in the play whether his clemency is justified and addresses possible considerations for the clemency decision.
Synopsis of the Play
Vincentio, the Duke of Vienna, realizes that his laxity in enforcing the rules has brought about a crisis in regard to obeying laws. Recognizing his personal failure to enforce royal laws, he entrusts powers to a deputy, Angelo. Remaining in Vienna under the guise of a friar instead of leaving for Poland as he had announced, the Duke plans to examine "the terms for common justice."
9
Unmarried intercourse is prohibited in Vienna. Angelo conducts a policy of rigorous and even draconian enforcement of this offense. The first offender he judges is Claudio, who has impregnated Juliet, to whom he is legally betrothed; however, no religious ceremony had yet taken place because of the matter of Juliet's dowry.
Angelo makes Claudio an example and sentences him to death.
Isabella, Claudio's sister, who is about to enter a nunnery, is summoned by Lucio, a friend of Claudio, to try to persuade Angelo to reduce her brother's punishment. She appeals to Angelo for mercy, but Angelo denies her application. However, Angelo, probably impressed by her beauty and passionate speech, succumbs to his own sexual desires and asks her to return the next day. In their second encounter, he offers to pardon Claudio if
Isabella sleeps with him. Furthermore, he threatens that if she disagrees to his demand, he will not just execute her brother but also torture him. Isabella, though, is not ready to consider the offer and chooses her virginity and chastity over saving her brother's life. She angrily rejects Claudio's pleas to accept Angelo's offer.
As a friar in disguise, the Duke pulls the strings. After overhearing the conversation between Claudio and Isabella in prison, he suggests to Isabella a bed-trick: Mariana, Angelo's former fiancé, to whom he had broken his promise to marry because of the loss of her dowry at sea (together with her brother), will go to Angelo's bed in Isabella's place. When this occurs, Angelo believes that Isabella has kept her part in the agreement; nevertheless, out of fear of revenge 10 or out of fear of the discovery of his crime, 11 he breaks his promise to pardon Claudio and orders Claudio's prompt execution.
The Duke frustrates the order by persuading the Provost to substitute Ragozine, a pirate who had died in prison of disease, for Claudio's head, after Barnardine who had been sentenced to death for murder refused to be executed on the specific day because of his drunken state. To increase Isabella's anger toward Angelo, the Duke as friar tells her that Claudio was executed and that she should bring Angelo's crimes to the Duke's attention when the latter returns and reclaims his authority.
Isabella, indeed, calls for a public trial of Angelo upon the Duke's return to town, accusing the former of extortion and breach of promise and demanding justice. The Duke, pretending not to believe her, accuses her, in turn, of madness and perjury. Then Mariana partly corroborates Isabella's testimony, saying that Angelo had actually slept with her and not with Isabella. Angelo denies the accusations against him.
The turning point of the trial is the Duke's revelation that he actually had stayed in Vienna in disguise.
Angelo's guilt is clearly exposed, and the only mercy he requests is an immediate death. The Duke agrees, declaring "an Angelo for Claudio, death for death"; however, he orders Angelo to marry Mariana before being executed. At that point, Mariana begs for Angelo's life and asks Isabella to join her plea of mercy. Isabella agrees and kneels beside Mariana even though she believes that Angelo has executed her brother.
After Mariana and Isabella ask the Duke not to impose the death penalty on Angelo, the Duke begins to issue pardons. Angelo is pardoned and is compelled only to marry Mariana. Claudio is pardoned and is going to marry Juliet, the woman he loves. Surprisingly, the tough murderer, Barnardine, who has expressed no repentance, is also pardoned. Only one person in the play is not completely pardoned although the Duke in this case commutes his previous sentence of hanging and whipping. This is Lucio, who had slandered the Duke in front of the "friar,"
saying, inter alia, that the Duke's laxity in enforcing the laws stemmed from his own sexual misbehavior. Lucio is to be imprisoned and is also compelled to marry the whore whom he had begot with child. In the end, the Duke proposes marriage to Isabella. She does not respond, but we may assume she accepts his offer.
The article examines now the question of whether the Duke has good reasons for issuing the pardons.
Claudio
Claudio has received justice rather than mercy; his harsh punishment extremely outweighs the seriousness of his crime. 12 Although no formal marriage ceremony has taken place, Claudio and Juliet see themselves as married. 13 Claudio declares that "she is fast my wife." 14 Civil law too regards Claudio and Juliet as married. 15 Contemporary social norms refer to premarital sex of this type with understanding. 16 Even in Shakespeare's time premarital sex was common. 17 The law prohibiting unmarried intercourse had not been enforced in Vienna for many years. 18 Concern for the spread of sexual diseases did not exist in Claudio's case; Juliet is not a whore in a brothel. Actually, it is hard to think of a case of unmarried intercourse with more mitigating circumstances. Despite this and despite the seriousness of his crimes, Angelo ultimately bears the least amount of suffering.
Claudio had been on death's row, so to speak, for many days prior to his release, while Angelo was pardoned almost immediately after the uncovering of his crimes.
No wonder, then, that some scholars think that one may feel resentment toward Angelo's pardon and a sense 19 (1987) .
that an injustice has been perpetrated. 35 Can we find justifications for excusing Angelo from punishment?
Emotion Versus Deliberation
When begging mercy for Angelo, Isabella tries to see things from his perspective: he was carried away by emotions and did not plan the crime in advance. This argument, however, does not hold water. Angelo summoned Isabella to come the next day. Moreover, he had ample time to collect himself from the time he made the proposal to the time of (what seems in his eyes to be) Isabella's consent. According to one scholar, this deliberation "[makes] him the worst kind of criminal in the eyes of the law."
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Lack of Experience and Fitness
Some scholars try to find points in Anglo's favor in his lack of experience. 37 However, this is not a case in which the criminality of the deed is unclear. Angelo is certainly well aware of the wrongness of his deeds.
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To Angelo's credit, however, we have to remember that he was reluctant to take office in the Duke's absence in the first place, requesting from his superior: "Let there be some more test of my metal, before so noble and so great a figure be stamp'd upon it." 39 The Duke not only declines to test Angelo but actually forces him to take the ruler's post. 40 The Duke might have felt guilty about causing Angelo to fail by forcing him to fulfill a role that did not fit him.
Lack of Harm
Another point that works to Angelo's credit is that no harm was caused as a result of his misdeeds: Claudio has not lost his life and Isabella's virginity has remained untainted. 41 Surely, the fact that no harm was done does not testify to Angelo's moral innocence: it was a matter of luck and chance. Many scholars hold that moral blame,
and not the cause of harm, should be the primary factor in determining due punishment. 42 However, taking into account the lack of harm is compatible with moral intuitions, and may be justified in terms of desert. 43 Angelo indeed has committed the offense of unmarried intercourse (with Mariana), but such an offense does not normally cause any harm to others.
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Remorse
Angelo has also expressed explicit remorse, saying that "I am sorry that such sorrow I procure; And so deep sticks it in my penitent heart that I crave death more willingly than mercy." 45 His deep repentance may explain his pardon. 46 True, it was expressed only after realizing that he had been caught almost red-handed. However, the fact that Angelo does not ask for mercy and feels that he deserves death may testify to the sincerity of his repentance. Some scholars hold that requesting punishment rather than mercy and recognizing that punishment is one's just desert indicates that the repentance is true and honest. 47 Such a "change of heart" and the wish of the offender to separate his personality from his conduct should bear on one's punishment and mitigate it.
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Taking Into Account Human Weaknesses
Indeed, punishment should take into account common human weaknesses. 49 In interpersonal relationships, we must forgive the human frailties of others to win love and friendship. 50 The famous quotation from Matthew says: "Do not judge, so that you may not be judged. For with the judgment you make you will be judged, and the measure you give will be the measure you get." 51 And that from Luke: "Do not judge and you will not be judged.
Do not condemn, and you will not be condemned. Forgive, and you will be forgiven. Judge Kozinski decided, "That we may feel sympathy for the defendants-that any of us might be in their place but for the grace of God-gives us no authority to ignore the will of the citizens of Newgarth, as embodied in the duly enacted laws." 63 In the real case of Dudley and Stephens, survivors of a shipwreck who murdered one of their dying friends and ate his flesh, Lord Coleridge declared:
We are often compelled to set up standards we cannot reach ourselves, and to lay down rules which we could not ourselves satisfy. But a man has no right to declare temptation to be an excuse, though he might himself have yielded to it, nor allow compassion for the criminal to change or weaken in any manner the legal definition of the crime.
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When Escalus asks Angelo to consider mercy for Claudio and to ask himself whether he might have performed the same offense, Angelo declines mercy, replying: "Tis one thing to be tempted, Escalus, Another thing to fall… You may not so extenuate his offense for I have had such faults; but rather tell me, when I, that censure him, do so offend, let mine own judgment pattern out my death."
65 Now Angelo proves his readiness to judge himself with the same rigidity he has judged others.
Nevertheless, punishment should reflect the public's feeling of condemnation regarding a specific offense in order to increase compliance with the law. 66 Laws that are repeatedly violated by ordinary persons teach that they are simply unworkable; they do not reflect the public's sense of justice. Thus, Prohibition failed to convey the message that alcohol consumption was illegitimate. 67 Likewise, imposing a ban on acceptable sexual behavior is inconsistent with both human nature and the sense of justice, and it creates hypocrisy. 68 If all the criminals are executed, Pompey, the bawd, suggests, nobody would be left in Vienna within ten years. 69 Angelo's insistence to strictly enforce the law stems largely from his lack of understanding human nature. 70 Knowing that a reasonable person might commit the same offense under the same circumstances should enable us to see and perhaps to take the offender's perspective. 71 Thus, for example, the law makes concessions to human weaknesses through the defense of "heat of passion".
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According to Aristotle, it is easier to pardon persons when they succumb to desires which are common to all people. 73 Angelo surrenders completely to his lust. Lust is indeed a dominant factor in people's life. Many people, perhaps even most people, may yield to temptation. We must remember, however, that there are degrees of guilt, and only few would have acted as Angelo did, extorting sex through a bold abuse of his office and-worse?-breaking his promise after achieving what he wanted. 74 Angelo's crime does not necessarily reflect a common weakness of human beings, and should not be forgiven on the basis of this reason.
Despite the seriousness of Angelo's crimes, the Duke wants to teach Angelo tolerance both for the weaknesses of others and for the latter's own weaknesses through mercy. The recognition that he is not the perfect man he deems himself to be teaches Angelo humility and promises a less arrogant person, and an individual more attentive to others in the future. Taking the victim's view into account might violate the principle of equality, which requires that two offenders who committed an identical act under the same circumstances will be treated alike. 82 The question of whether the victim is vindictive or merciful has actually more to do with "luck." Moreover, Isabella cannot forgive Angelo on Claudio's behalf. Only the victim has standing to forgive the offender. 83 The main harm, had Claudio been executed as Angelo planned, was caused to her brother, not to her, and a dead person (as Claudio was presumed to have been), unfortunately, cannot forgive. However, in the reality in which the Duke is the almighty decision-maker and the principle of equal punishment has no meaning, the victim's position could certainly be taken into account and affect the nature and degree of the punishment meted out.
Harm to Innocent Persons
Another possible consideration for Angelo's pardon is the impact of the punishment on third parties.
Mariana loves Angelo. She does not want to take his property and to find another husband, as the Duke suggests.
The question of whether the punisher should take into account harm to innocent third parties is controversial. 84 Thus, in many cases, imprisonment causes suffering to the guilty person's family, which may be cut off from a loved one and perhaps even from its financial supporter. Separation of parents from their children, Rev. 65, 75-76 (1999) . 82 Id. at 77. 83 Moore, supra note 5, at 187; GRISWOLD, supra note 59, at 117 (stating that this is the common view and suggesting. id., at 118-119, to qualify this rule). 84 Hurd, supra note 4, at 416.
too, is an ordinary and even obvious result of imprisonment. 85 Extraordinary family responsibilities, however, provide a basis for a downward departure from the Sentencing Guidelines. 86 The idea of extraordinary family responsibilities does not obviously diminish the offender's degree of culpability. It may even enhance his or her moral culpability because of the lack of responsibility displayed in not taking into account the consequences of the misdeed on one's closest relatives. Mitigation of the punishment because of the harm it may cause others expresses concern for the welfare of innocent third parties. 87 This policy seems to be justified, not just in a case of extraordinary family responsibilities. After all, it is immoral to show indifference to the needs of others. A utilitarian point of view that considers the needs of the general population would certainly take such harm into account.
Learning a Lesson
It should also be recalled that Angelo has actually been taught a lesson. He slept with someone he did not choose, just as he wanted to do to Isabella. 88 He underwent a public trial, and no longer serves as the Duke's deputy. 89 He is forced to marry Mariana. Although one might find it hard to understand Mariana's interest in Angelo after his shameful behavior toward her, we can assume that Mariana will make Angelo a better person by teaching him loyalty and grace. 90 Marriage, after all, is not a bad way to teach one tolerance. In sum, there are reasonable grounds to conclude that justice is served in Angelo's case.
Lucio
Lucio abandoned his illegitimate son and had testified falsely in order to escape responsibility as a father. He has no limits: he accuses the friar (the disguised Duke) of having slandered the Duke although he himself was the one who said the exact things he attributed to the friar.
Lucio received his main sentence on a different plane than formal punishment: he had to bear the consequences of his promiscuous sexual behavior by marrying Kate Keepdown, the whore, and acknowledging paternity of their 15-month-old son. Lucio looks upon his forced marriage as the harshest punishment: "Marrying a punk ... is pressing to death, whipping, and hanging!" 91 Indeed, he feels that his reputation has been seriously violated by this order. 92 The forced marriage is understandable; the Duke takes care of the child's welfare and wants to prevent a future injustice to the innocent child. We should also remember that the Duke was introduced to Barnardine personally, and it is more difficult to be harsh with people you know.
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Perhaps the Duke wants to suggest an extreme alternative, that of mercy and pardons, to Angelo's draconian enforcement of the law 111 in the hope that the future will find a middle way between these two extremes.
The Duke's pardon of the murderer, however, hardly offers guidance in regard to the enforcement of laws in the future. Given that a "governor may commute a sentence at any time for any reason without reference to any standards," 112 Barnardine's clemency might be exactly this kind of case-an arbitrary clemency. However, it may be claimed that Barnardine's clemency expresses the view that imposing the harshest punishment is not useful for society and that it is better to err toward leniency.
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Barnardine's pardon is actually a conditional one. 114 He is to be supervised by a friar, whose task is to help him become a person of good moral character. The Duke has the power to annex conditions to his clemency. 115 More optimistically, then, we may see the clemency as respecting Barnardine as a human being who is capable of redemption in tandem with ensuring that he would not repeat his wrongdoing.
Conclusion
In a play entitled Measure for Measure, we expect that everyone will receive their just deserts. But mercy prevails over (rigid?) justice; "the play ends with a rejection of retributive justice and an affirmation of the doctrine of forgiveness preached in the New Testament." 116 We see multiple reasons to grant clemency. We find ourselves in an atmosphere of sweeping pardons. Some scholars believe that the message of Shakespeare's play is that mercy and forgiveness are the true achievement of justice. 117 Leaders must understand the complexity and weaknesses of human beings. 118 Through his pardons, the Duke conveys the message of moderation and humility for the future.
If we assume that pardons should be built on the platform of justice in terms of retribution, it is difficult to justify Barnardine's pardon and perhaps Angelo's pardon. However, Measure for Measure insists, contrary to the seeming unbending principle of "an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth," that human frailties should be taken into account when meting out punishment and that every person is capable of redemption.
The sweeping pardons allow one to start life anew in Vienna. It is not clear, however, how law will be enforced there in the future. Will the law become a scarecrow again, 119 or find the golden mean between mercy and rigorousness? Kornstein's conclusion that "law should be enforced, but in moderation" 120 seems too optimistic, but definitely not out of the question.
In tandem with mercy, the Duke also conveys the message of acceptance of responsibility. Every offender is forced to take responsibility for his sexual behavior, which is done through marriage or forced marriage.
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Taking responsibility, however, should not necessarily lead to a criminal punishment. After all, marriage is not a bad solution for achieving the societal stability that was violated by sexual misbehavior. 122 For some persons, it is also not a light punishment. Adoption of the Duke's creativity in imposing punishments and granting clemency in our society might perhaps achieve a healthier society. The trust that the Duke imparts to all his pardonees is contagious. It makes us hope that the sweeping pardons are not a mockery of the criminal justice system, and, moreover, it makes us believe that clemency should be a significant component of the criminal justice system and that the wide power of clemency which takes into account a range of factors in the decision making should remain intact, 123 and be used more generously.
